RNA aptamers: from basic science towards therapy.
The SELEX technique (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) provides a powerful tool for the in vitro selection of nucleic acid ligands (aptamers) from combinatorial oligonucleotide libraries against a target molecule. In the beginning of the technique's use, RNA molecules were identified that bind to proteins that naturally interact with nucleic acids or to small organic molecules. In the following years, the use of the SELEX technique was extended to isolate oligonucleotide ligands (aptamers) for a wide range of proteins of importance for therapy and diagnostics, such as growth factors and cell surface antigens. These oligonucleotides bind their targets with similar affinities and specificities as antibodies do. The in vitro selection of oligonucleotides with enzymatic activity, denominated aptazymes, allows the direct transduction of molecular recognition to catalysis. Recently, the use of in vitro selection methods to isolate protein inhibitors has been extended to complex targets, such as membrane-bound receptors, and even entire cells. RNA aptamers have also been expressed in living cells. These aptamers, also called intramers, can be used to dissect intracellular signal transduction pathways. The utility of RNA aptamers for in vivo experiments, as well as for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes, is considerably enhanced by chemical modifications, such as substitutions of the 2'-OH groups of the ribose backbone in order to provide resistance against enzymatic degradation in biological fluids. In an alternative approach, Spiegelmers are identified through in vitro selection of an unmodified D-RNA molecule against a mirror-image (i.e. a D-peptide) of a selection target, followed by synthesis of the unnatural nuclease-resistant L-configuration of the RNA aptamer that recognizes the natural configuration of its selection target (i.e. a L-peptide). Recently, nuclease-resistant inhibitory RNA aptamers have been developed against a great variety of targets implicated in disease. Some results have already been obtained in animal models and in clinical trials.